We report on the measurement of coherent radio emission from the electron beam sudden appearance at the Telescope Array Electron Light Source facility. This emission was detected by four independent radio detector setups sensitive to frequencies ranging from 50 MHz up to 12.5 GHz. We show that this phenomenon can be understood as a special case of coherent transition radiation by comparing the observed results with simulations. The in-nature application of this signal is given by the emission of cosmic ray or neutrino induced particle cascades traversing different media such as air, rock and ice.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The flux of cosmic particles decreases dramatically with energy and even the currently largest cosmic ray detectors, the Pierre Auger Observatory [1] , and Telescope Array detector [2, 3] , run low in statistics above a few 10 19 eV, while the IceCube neutrino observatory [4] loses sensitivity above a few PeV. The use of the emission of cosmic-ray or neutrino induced particle cascades at radio frequencies has been studied for several decades and could provide a cost effective technique to increase the exposure thanks to the long attenuation length of radio waves. High-energy cosmicray and neutrino induced particle cascades are known to emit radio waves through the time variation of a net charge excess in the cascade (the Askaryan effect) and the transverse current induced by the geomagnetic field [5] [6] [7] . The combination of these emission mechanisms with * krijndevries@gmail.com † romain.gaior@lpnhe.in2p3.fr ‡ ikeda@icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp § mase@hepburn.s.chiba-u.ac.jp ¶ yamamoto.tokonatu@gmail.com
Cherenkov effects [8, 9] leads to coherent radio emission in the MHz-GHz frequency range. Those mechanisms are well studied and are the base of several insitu experiments probing the cosmic particle flux (see [10, 11] for a review). Searches for other exploitable radio emission mechanisms and detection methods are underway. The ELS (Electron Light Source) [12] is a source of relativistic electrons, located in the desert of Utah on the site of the Telescope Array (TA) detector. Electron bunches are shot up in the air and used to mimic an air shower for the calibration of the TA fluorescence detector. It is also an ideal setup to test the radio emissions from particle cascades. Therefore, in the last few years, several radio detection systems were set up to explore techniques such as the radar detection method, namely AirRadar [13] and IceRadar [14] . Also direct radio emission mechanisms were probed, namely the Molecular Bremsstrahlung emission by the Konan experiment [15] , and the Askaryan emission in ice with the ARAcalTA experiment [16] . Besides the signal sought for, all four experiments have observed a clear radio signal as the electron beam exits the metallic container, inside which the beam pipe is located. The detected signal is not explained by the Askaryan nor the geomagnetic effect, but is related to sudden change of the electromagnetic potential as ob-served by the radio detection setups. In this work, we show that this effect can be seen as a special case of transition radiation where one medium, the inside of the container, is completely opaque, and the other medium, the air, is transparent. A similar signal was first observed during a test beam experiment [17] in the year 2000 when the electron beam crossed an aluminum-air boundary at the beam exit. Another measurement was done following this experiment, which is described in [18] . However, the obtained coherent transition radiation signal was never completely quantified.
In this paper we give a detailed characterization of the signal observed from the electron beam sudden appearance, based on the data collected by four experiments set at the TA-ELS facility. These experiments were operating over a wide frequency range between 50 MHz and 12.5 GHz. We show that the sudden appearance signal is a special case of coherent transition radiation. As such, the agreement of the obtained data with simulation provides confidence in the understanding of the coherent transition radiation as predicted for the in-nature process of a high-energy cosmic-ray or neutrino induced particle cascade traversing different media. Indeed, as shown recently, a detectable radio signal is expected as an air shower is absorbed by the ground [19] and for neutrino induced cascades traversing the ground to air boundary [20, 21] . After reviewing the mechanism of coherent transition radiation in Section II we describe the four concerned experiments and the test beam setup in Section III. In Section IV the sudden appearance signal is characterized over the full frequency range. The simulation methods are also presented and compared with the observations. We conclude on the application and the scope of the presented results.
II. FROM SUDDEN APPEARANCE TO COHERENT TRANSITION RADIATION
To understand the electron beam sudden appearance emission described in this work, we will consider the Liénard-Wiechert potentials from classical electrodynamics,
The potential observed at location x and observer time t has to be evaluated at the emission time t . The emission source is given by the four current J µ , which contains the net charge and currents that are considered with µ = 0 indicating the scalar potential and µ = 1−3 denoting the current in the x direction. The geometry of the process is contained in the retarded distance which for a homogeneous medium is given by D = R(1 − nβ cos(θ)). Here R denotes the distance from the emission point to the observer, the refractive index of the medium is given by n, the speed of the particle cascade with respect the speed of light is given by β = v/c, and θ gives the opening angle between the axis of propagation and the line of sight towards the observer.
Since we discuss the situation of a particle cascade traversing different media, we have to consider the more general expression for the retarded distance given by,
Here L denotes the optical path length from the charge to the observer. To understand transition radiation, we have to investigate the derivative dt /dt, given by the relation between the emission time as function of the observer time t (t). Following [20] , an example of this relation is given in Fig. 1 . Here we consider a perpendicular incoming, 10 17 eV cosmic-ray air shower hitting an air-ice boundary at 3 km above sea level, n air = 1.0003; n ice = 1.3. The observer is located 100 m deep in the ice, at a horizontal distance of 240 m from the shower axis. Defining t = t = 0 as the time when the shower crosses the observer plane perpendicular to the shower axis, in Fig. 1 we show the relation between the emission height z = −ct , which scales linearly with the emission time, t , and the observer time t. The (dashed) red line indicates the emis- The emission height, plotted as function of the observer time for a 10 17 eV, perpendicular incoming cosmic-ray air shower hitting an ice surface at 3 km height above sea level. The observer is located 100 m below the air-ice boundary, at a horizontal distance of 240 m from the shower axis. The dashed red line denotes the emission in air, the striped purple line gives in-ice emission. The total number of particles denoted on the top-axis is given by the full green line. Figure  taken from [20] .
sion height, scaling directly to the emission time, as function of the observer time in air. The (striped) purple line indicates the emission height as function of the observer time for the in-ice emission. It should be noted that, following Eqs. 1) and 2), the electric field scales directly to the derivative of these lines given by dz/dt ∝ dt /dt, which is the so-called compression, or beaming factor. This immediately gives an intuitive picture of the Cherenkov effect, which occurs when the derivative dz/dt diverges. This for example occurs for the (Askaryan) emission in ice given by the purple line in Fig. 1 . In this situation, a finite part of the cascade is observed by the observer at once, and hence the observed field is amplified greatly. Transition radiation considers an even more extreme geometrical situation, where at the boundary the derivative dz/dt ∝ dt /dt is discontinuous. It follows that equivalent to the Cherenkov effect, transition radiation is a purely geometrical effect. To illustrate this, in Fig. 1 we consider a very interesting situation in which the signal emitted just above the boundary arrives at a completely different time with respect to the signal emitted directly below the boundary due to their different travel paths.
It follows that at the boundary, the retarded distance |D| z=z b ∝ dz b /dt, and the corresponding electric field is ill defined (shown by the discontinuity between the (dashed) red and (striped) purple lines in Fig. 1 ). This immediately leads to the question: How can we properly describe transition radiation? Following the approach given in [20] , taking the limit to the boundary from both sides, for a single electron, one obtains,
It immediately follows that if n 1 = n 2 , and hence no boundary is crossed, |D| The angular dependence of the transition radiation is illustrated in Fig. 2 for a charge crossing from air into a dense medium (full black line). In this figure, we also show the sudden death (dashed red line) and sudden appearance (striped blue line) components separately, where the transition radiation is given by the interference between both components. The angular distribution of the transition radiation signal is understood from Eq. (3). Both the sudden death signal in air as well as the sudden appearance signal in ice peak close to the Cherenkov angle in their corresponding medium. For small observer angles with respect to the cascade axis, the sudden death and sudden appearance signal show destructive interference, for large angles close to the horizon, due to the time separation between both signals, no interference occurs. 
The electron beam sudden appearance
The difference between conventional transition radiation and the sudden appearance emission considered in this work is illustrated in Fig. 3 . For the situation described in this work, the sudden death component vanishes, since the electron beam will be shielded by the metallic walls of the accelerator housing. Here 'shielding' means that the refractive index of the metallic walls is completely imaginary at radio wavelengths. Hence, the waves get partially reflected and partially absorbed and will not be able to reach the observer for the considered geometries. More formally, the potentials, directly scaling to A ∝ dt /dt, vanish while the beam propagates inside the accelerator. It follows that even though both situations outlined in Fig. 3 seem very different, we observe a special situation where the sudden death signal vanishes and only the electron beam sudden appearance signal is observed.
III. BEAM EXPERIMENTS AT THE TELESCOPE ARRAY ELECTRON LIGHT SOURCE FACILITY
The Telescope Array (TA) experiment is the largest ultra-high energy cosmic ray observatory in the northern hemisphere. Cosmic-ray air showers are observed by detecting either the particle footprint when the cascade hits Earth's surface, or by detecting the fluorescence light emitted from exited air molecules. For the absolute energy calibration of the fluorescence detector, To extend the frequency range up to which coherent radio emission is observed, the beam length has been altered from the TA-ELS default value of 1 µs to either 1.5 ns or 5 ns full width half maximum for the experiments described in this work. The accelerator tube used for the TA-ELS is optimized for the S-band (2.856 GHz). It follows that the beam is composed of multiple electron sub-bunches with a 350 ps interval, and the lateral beam spread is found to be of the order of a few centimeters. In order to obtain the beam bunch structure, a Faraday Cup (FC) was used [22] . The absolute beam charge for each beam is calibrated with an accuracy of 3.3 %, by taking the correlation between the charge measured by the FC and the WCM.
Radio detection setups
The radio signal from the electron beam sudden appearance is observed by four different experiments at the TA-ELS site. An overview of the different experimental setups is given in Fig. 4 . The antennas were located at a The electron beam sudden appearance signal was first found by the AirRadar experiment (50 MHz) [13] . The AirRadar experiment is performed in July 2012 to search for the in-air radar echo from the electron beam induced by the TA-ELS, using a roughly 5 ns bunch length. A wide-band (50 MHz-1.3 GHz) receiver system consisting of a log-periodic antenna was used to obtain the signal in the 50-66 MHz band. The transmitter and receiver are installed at a distance of 140 m from the beam exit at a horizontal viewing angle (90
The ARAcalTA experiment (230-430 MHz) [16] was performed in January 2015 to characterize the Askaryan effect as well as to confirm the ARA detector simulation and calibration [23] . The bunch length for this experiment was decreased to roughly 1.5 ns. The radio signal is collected by the same bi-cone antennas as those used for the ARA experiment. The antennas were located at a horizontal distance of 7.3 m from the beam exit, while the elevation of the antennas could be altered to obtain viewing angles between 45
• -90
• .
The IceRadar measurements (1.4-3 GHz) [14] were performed along with the ARAcalTA experiment in January 2015. This experiment was performed to investigate the radar detection technique to probe high-energy particle cascades in ice [24] . The bunch length is the same as for the ARAcalTA experiment, roughly 1.5 ns. Data was taken using wifi-bow antennas, located at 2.83 m from the beam exit at a horizontal viewing angle (90 • ). For this work, the low noise 2.1-2.3 GHz and 2.5-2.7 GHz bands are used.
The Konan experiment (12.5 GHz) was performed in November 2014, and aimed to characterize Molecular Bremsstrahlung Radiation from the ionization plasma induced by the TA-ELS beam [15] . The bunch length for this experiment was similar to the 50 MHz experiment, roughly 5 ns. A feed-horn receiver was placed at 1.64 m from the beam exit with a 35
• viewing angle.
IV. DATA AND SIMULATIONS
Besides the signal sought for, all four experiments detected a strong transient signal when the electron beam exits the accelerator. The data presented in this work is obtained using an experimental configuration without any (ice) target on top of the beam exit, directing the beam into the atmosphere. Furthermore, the radar transmitters were not operating for the presented data. The raw data observed by the different experiments are shown in Fig. 5 Table 1 .
different positions with respect to the emission point, a distance correction is made to compare the obtained results. To obtain its expected value at 1 m from the beam exit we assume the emission energy to follow an inverse square distance dependence, which is valid for emission in the far-field. For the ARAcalTA measurement we consider the data obtained under a horizontal viewing angle. The main systematic error for the ARAcalTA, and IceRadar experiments is due to the uncertainty in the total system gain. The directional AirRadar antenna was not directed (horizontally) at the beam appearance point at the top of the cover box, but pointing 10 degrees above the horizontal [13] . As such, the beam sudden appearance was observed on the edge of the antenna gain pattern leading to a large asymmetry in the systematic error. The main error for the Konan experiment is given by the accelerator noise, which correlates with the obtained signal.
The obtained data in combination with the beam charge obtained from the WCM allows us to check the level of coherence for the different experiments. The charge dependence of the radio energy density is fitted to follow a power-law E = AQ s , where the power index s gives the coherence level. A fully incoherent signal would give a linear scaling of the signal with charge (s = 1), while a quadratic scaling (s = 2), is expected for full coherence. The obtained values for the power index are given in the fourth column of Table I . The fit, as well as the obtained data is shown in Fig. 6 where we plot the energy density as function of the beam charge. All experiments show a high level of coherence.
The predicted signal for the coherent electron beam 1.92 ± 0.43 TABLE I: The observed energy density E meas at the central frequency bands 50 MHz, 330 MHz, 2.2 GHz, 2.6 GHz, and 12.5 GHz, as well as the simulated energy density E sim , and the power index of the charge dependence s.
sudden appearance is derived from the Liénard-Wiechert potentials of classical electrodynamics by imposing the potential to vanish while the beam propagates inside the accelerator. This formalism closely follows the modeling of coherent transition radiation and sudden appearance emission outlined in Sec. 2, described both macroscopically in [20] , and microscopically in [21] . Simulations are performed using the individual particle trajectories obtained from GEANT4 simulations [25] , after which the radio emission from the individual tracks is obtained using the ZHS algorithm [26] . These simulations have been cross-checked with the macroscopic approach given in [20] .
The third column of Table I gives the expected energy density obtained from our simulations. The predicted energy density spectrum for each experiment is also shown in Fig. 7 . The spectrum directly reflects the spatial distributions of the particle beam. The main coherence arises from the total beam length. The loss of coherence leads to a cut-off around 200-500 MHz in the simulation for the ARAcalTA and IceRadar experiments, using a 1.5 ns bunch length and an observation angle of 90
• (red line). A cut-off around 20-50 MHz is obtained using a 5 ns bunch length and observation angles of 90
• for the AirRadar experiment (blue line), or 35
• for the Konan experiment (green line). The coherence from the 350 ps sub-bunch structure shows up around 2.856 GHz. At the highest frequencies (> 3 GHz), coherence over the beam bunch length is lost and the leading length scale is given by the lateral particle distribution which is found to be a few cm.
The errors on the simulated values are due to the uncertainty in the particle distributions within the electron beam. For the AirRadar, ARAcalTA and IceRadar experiments the main simulation uncertainty is given by the uncertainty in the beam bunch length. The beam bunch length is determined from the Faraday cup measurements, providing an average error of 15% for the 1.5 ns beam bunch configuration, and 2% for the 5 ns bunch length, giving stable simulation results below 3 GHz indicated by the full lines in Fig. 4 . For the Konan experiment, coherence is determined at cm scales, and the lateral particle distribution becomes the leading uncertainty. As the sub-structures within the lateral particle distribution are unknown, a lower-limit on the predicted field is given in Table 1 . Since we are only able to give a lower-limit on the predictions at the highest frequencies (> 3 GHz), in this frequency range the results shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 4 are fitted to the Konan data by modifying the fine structure of the lateral particle distribution.
The experimental results are also shown in Fig. 7 . The results are consistent with the predicted signals over a wide range of frequencies, ranging over many orders of magnitude. The emission follows the expected behavior given the beam charge profile for each experiment.
The angular dependence of the sudden appearance signal is probed using the ARAcalTA data which was taken for 9 different heights corresponding to emission angles from 45
• to 90
• . The measured radio energy as function of the emission angle is shown in Fig. 8 , showing good agreement with simulations.
From the results presented in this section, it follows that our measurements are in good agreement with the electron beam sudden appearance hypothesis, for which the potentials are effectively zero while the electron beam is propagating inside the container. 
V. SUMMARY
We investigated the electron beam sudden appearance signal at the TA-ELS facility using data of four different experiments ranging from 50 MHz up to 12.5 GHz. All experiments measured a clear transient signal when electron beam exits the accelerator container. The observed signals show a high level of coherence, reflecting the details of the particle distributions within the electron beam. We show that the expected signal can be understood as a special case of coherent transition radiation. This is confirmed by the agreement between simulation and data over the full frequency range. The angular dependence of the signal is obtained by the ARAcalTA experiment, showing a good agreement with simulations.
A very interesting conclusion which can be drawn from the obtained results is that the electron beam does not have to cross a physical boundary layer between two different media to give strong, transition radiation like, emission. It merely has to move from one environment (the accelerator container) to another (free space) from the observer point of view. This effect can be understood by considering the potential which is observed while the beam propagates inside the container. In this situation, the beam emission effectively vanishes for an outside radio detection set-up. It follows that at the container exit, the electron beam suddenly appears for the observer, which leads to a strong shock in the potential, and hence the observed field.
In this article, we for the first time show that simulations predicting the coherent transition radiation signal are in good agreement with data over a wide range of radio frequencies from 50 MHz up to 12.5 GHz. These simulations show that the coherent transition radiation signal should be observable from cosmic ray air showers penetrating the Antarctic ice, using already installed radio detectors [20] . Even though a first search was performed recently [27] , up to now no significant detection of such a process in nature has been claimed. The reverse process focusing on coherent transition radiation from neutrino induced cascades moving from dense media to air was considered in [21] . The hypothesis that the upward going cosmic-ray like events detected by the ANITA detector [28, 29] are due to coherent transition radiation is investigated in [30] . It is shown that even though the properties of the signal detected by ANITA can be explained by coherent transition radiation, the neutrino flux needed to produce this signal is in tension with the current experimental upper limits. Besides these detectors, a more dedicated surface experiment is currently under construction to detect the coherent transition radiation from a cosmic-ray air shower hitting Earth's surface, focusing on the so-called air-shower sudden death signal [19] .
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